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Abstract In-band full-duplex (FD) communication has been considered as a promising technology to enhance the spectral efficiency (SE) for the next generation of wireless system. However, the severe interference
in FD cellular network may largely degrade the system performance, especially for cell edge users. In this
paper, multi-cell cellular network consisting of BSs with FD capability and legacy half duplex (HD) users is
studied. In order to relieve the received interference and enhance the system SE, a new resource allocation
strategy named fractional FD (FFD) is proposed and its main idea and procedure are described as follows.
Firstly, the frequency and time resources are partitioned into FD resource blocks (RBs) and HD RBs based
on the network topology. Then all the users are classified into two groups named cell center users (CCUs)
and cell edge users (CEUs) based on their channel conditions. At last, in each cell, each FD RB is allocated
to a pair of CCUs with one in uplink and the other in downlink transmission direction, while only one CEU
in the uplink (or downlink) transmission direction is scheduled over each HD RB. Tractable results of both
the coverage probabilities and the ergodic rates of FFD, FD and HD systems are derived using stochastic
geometry method. Numerical results show that, FFD can significantly improve the coverage probability of
all users especially for CEUs compared with FD cellular system, and higher system SE is obtained compared
with FD and HD cellular network. With proper design of the classification criterion and under the simulation settings of this paper, the SE of FFD system outperforms FD and HD system by 1.25 and 1.38 times,
respectively.
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1

Introduction

The ever-increasing demand for mobile data traffic with limited frequency spectrum resources has pushed
researchers to find various technologies to enhance the spectrum efficiency (SE), among which in-band
full duplex (FD) communication is one of the hot topics [1, 2]. Traditional wireless transceivers operate
either in time division duplex (TDD) or frequency division duplex (FDD) mode, which is also called half
duplex (HD) mode, so as to protect the receiver from being overwhelmed by the self-interference (SI)
generated by itself transmitter. Recent advances in interference cancelation technologies and hardware
developments [3–5] have made radios possible to work in FD mode, where the radios can transmit and
receive signal over the same frequency simultaneously offering the potential to double the SE. Up to
110 dB SI attenuation has been achieved in [3].
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Figure 1 An exemplary interference scenario of HD/FD cellular network.
(b) FD cellular network.

(a) Synchronous TDD cellular network;

There are various applications of FD communication, including cognitive radio system [6], relay network
[7, 8], bi-directional communication system [9], device to device communication system [10] and cellular
network [11–19]. Among them, FD cellular network draws more and more attention, especially in ultradense network (UDN) [20] where the transmission power is low and the coverage range is small.
The researches of FD cellular system include single cell system [11–14] and multi-cell network [15–19].
In single cell system, besides SI, the inter-user interference [11, 12] and the precoder design in multi-user
multiple input multiple output (MU-MIMO) system [13, 14] are both comprehensively investigated.
In multi-cell FD cellular system, more interference is involved. Taking a two cells interference scenario
as an example, as illustrated in Figure 1(a) and (b), the dotted arrows show the interference experienced
by the user and BS in Cell 1. As shown in Figure 1(a), in HD cellular network which is specified as
synchronous TDD system in this paper, the downlink user only gets interference from the transmission
of neighboring BSs. Similarly, in the uplink, the BS is only interfered by the transmission of uplink users
in neighboring cells. However, in FD cellular system illustrated in Figure 1(b), besides the described
interference in HD cellular system, downlink user suffers additional interference generated from the uplink
transmission of intra-cell and inter-cell users, and FD BS suffers from SI and inter-BS interference. On
the basis of above discussion, it can be observed that the interference in FD cellular system is much more
severe and harmful.
Therefore, proper interference management methods are needed to improve the system performance.
Authors in [19] applied Coordinated Multi-Point technology in FD network to deal with the severe
interference where perfect BS to BS interference cancellation is assumed. However, this assumption
implies the need of sufficient capability for interconnection between BSs which may be far from reality
when deployment cost is considered in many scenarios. In [17], a mixed full/half duplex cellular network,
which consists of FD and HD cells, has been proposed so as to maintain the interference generated from
FD cells within a moderate level. However, all the users in the same cell are served with the same duplex
mode resources, which may result in system SE degradation and serious interference for cell edge users
nearby FD cells. Authors in [18] proposed an “α duplex network”, where α (1 > α > 0) proportion of
users are served with FD radio resources and the rest users are served with HD radio resources in the
same cell, however the radio resources are randomly assigned to the users without taking the performance
of individual users into consideration, which implies that a cell edge user may be served with FD radio
resources resulting in severe interference.
In this paper, we concentrate on a multi-cell network consisting of BSs with FD capability and legacy
HD users. All the available radio resources are partitioned into orthogonal resource blocks (RBs). Each
RB can be selected to operate either in FD mode or in HD mode. For briefness, we call the RBs operating
in FD (HD) mode as FD (HD) RBs.
Intuitively, the cell center users who experience higher signal power and lower interference, are more
suitable to be served in FD RBs, while the cell edge users who suffer severe interference and experience
lower signal to interference plus noise ratio (SINR) may be better to be served in HD RBs.
Inspired by this idea, we propose a new resource allocation strategy named fractional FD (FFD).
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Different from the existing researches, each BS assigns different duplex mode radio resources to different
users according to the channel condition of individual users. The main idea of the proposed FFD strategy
is described as follows. Firstly all the RBs are divided into FD RBs and HD RBs according to certain
metric. Then users are classified into two groups named cell center users (CCUs) whose channel condition
is better and cell edge users (CEUs) whose channel condition is poorer. Finally FD RBs are allocated
to CCUs while the HD RBs are assigned to CEUs. Possible criteria for partitioning RBs and classifying
CCUs and CEUs are also proposed in this paper.
The benefits of our proposed FFD strategy are as follows. For CCUs both higher sum throughput and
higher quality communication can be achieved. For CEUs, the severe interference can be well relieved
compared with that if CEUs are served with FD RBs.
The contributions of this paper are two folds. Firstly, a new resource allocation strategy FFD is
proposed. To our best knowledge, there is no existing work focusing on partitioning different duplex
mode RBs to users based on the channel condition of individual users. Possible process and metrics
for partitioning RBs and classifying users are also proposed. Secondly, analytical evaluation of FFD
cellular system is conducted using stochastic geometry method. Tractable expressions of both coverage
probabilities and ergodic rates are derived along with the network topology.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we introduce the system model and the
proposed FFD method including the process and criteria. In Section 3, the laplace transforms of the
system interference are derived for performance evaluation using stochastic geometry. The coverage
probabilities and ergodic rates are derived for different duplex schemes in Section 4. Numeral results and
analysis are presented in Section 5. Section 6 is the conclusion of the paper.

2
2.1

System model and proposed FFD scheme
Network assumptions

In this paper, we focus on a single tier multi-cell network that consists of BSs with FD capability and
HD users. Over a FD RB two HD users with one in the uplink and one in downlink transmission, can
be simultaneously served , while over a HD RB, only an uplink user or a downlink user is scheduled. In
order to prevent the received signal in HD RBs from being interfered by the transmission in FD RBs due
to the non-linearity of transceiver, we assume that HD and FD RBs are allocated in different time slots.
The proposed FFD scheme which will be described in the next subsection, is suitable for any BS
deployment and any user distribution. In order to provide tractable performance evaluation of the
proposed FFD scheme, stochastic geometry method is applied [21] in this paper, where the location of
BSs is assumed to follow homogeneous spatial Poisson point process (PPP) Φs with density λs , and users
are also assumed to be randomly located in the network according to PPP Φu with density λu . λu is
assumed to be sufficient large so as to guarantee that BSs can randomly select users to serve. We also
assume that each BS randomly selects one active user scheduled over a HD RB or one pair users scheduled
over a FD RB in each cell. Due to the limited space, user scheduling is not taken into consideration for
the user pairs working over the same FD RBs. Additional gain from user scheduling will be discussed in
our future work.
Users are assumed to communicate with their closest BSs, which follows the association principle of
maximum average received power. Then, the probability density function (PDF) of the user at distance
R from its serving BS can be derived as [21]
2

fR (R) = 2πλs Re−λs πR .

2.2

(1)

Proposed fractional full duplex scheme

In the following, the procedure of FFD is firstly described to outline the basic rules for FFD, then a
possible detail design of the radio resource partition method and user classification metric is given.
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Resource blocks allocation.

2.2.1 Procedure of FFD
(1) Radio resource partition. All the RBs are divided into three groups ψf , ψu , ψd according to
certain classification metric, where the BS operates in FD mode, HD mode uplink transmission and HD
mode downlink transmission, respectively. In this paper, synchronized RB partition among all cells is
assumed. As shown in Figure 2, once an RB is decided to operate in FD or HD mode, then all the BSs
operate in the same mode over this RB1) .
(2) User classification. Users are classified into CCUs and CEUs in the uplink and downlink transmission respectively based on the channel condition of individual users.
(3) RBs assignment. In each cell, for each RB belonging to ψf , we select randomly (or in other
scheduling scheme manner) two CCUs to serve with one working in the uplink and the other in downlink
transmission. One uplink (downlink) CEU is scheduled randomly (or in other scheduling scheme manner)
over each of the RB belongs to ψu (ψd ).
2.2.2 The detail design of FFD
The design of FFD can be various based on different system requirements. The adopted classification
metrics and detail design in this paper are detailed as following.
We denote βc and βe as the partitioned proportions of FD RBs and HD RBs, respectively, where
βc +βe = 1. When the traffic for uplink and downlink is symmetric, the proportions of the RBs partitioned
to group ψf , ψu , ψd are βc , βe /2 and βe /2, respectively. In this paper, the metric for determining βc and
βe is given as
E (Ndc )
E (Nde )
βc =
, βe =
,
(2)
E (Nd )
E (Nd )
where E(·) represents the operation of expectation. Nd is the total number of the downlink users in a
cell who are randomly selected by the BS to serve. Ndc and Nde are the numbers of selected downlink
CCUs and CEUs in a cell, respectively. Obviously, Nd = Ndc + Nde .
The classification of CCUs and CEUs is based on the following criteria. Downlink user i is classified
as a downlink CCU if τdi > γd , otherwise user i is treated as a downlink CEU, where γd is a predefined
threshold and τdi is the instant temporary SINR2) for downlink user i which is defined as
τdi =

sdi
,
Idi + σ 2

(3)

where sdi is the desired received signal power. Idi denotes the received instant interference that generated
from all the cells when the RB used by user i is assumed to be a FD RB in all cells and is assigned to a
pair of randomly selected users in each cell.
1) Although a fully dynamic RB assignment for each cell may bring some flexibility, the interference management may
be more complexity, which is out of scope of this paper. In addition, universal frequency reuse across all the cells is applied.
2) Note that both τdi and Idi are intermediate variables for classifying CCUs and CEUs which are different from the
SINR and interference Im defined in (5) when the decision of resource allocation is made.
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In the same way, the uplink users are also divided into CCUs and CEUs based on the classification
threshold γu , which is carefully designed so as to make the following proportions satisfy:
βc =

E (Nuc )
E (Nue )
, βe =
,
E (Nu )
E (Nu )

(4)

where Nu is the total number of the selected uplink users in a cell. Nuc and Nue are the numbers of
selected uplink CCUs and CEUs in a cell, respectively.
2.3

Channel model and SINR characterization

Without loss of generality, in the performance evaluation of FFD we focus on a receiver node located at
the origin in cell o and the received SINR can be given in unified form:
SINRm =

Pm Gm
,
σ 2 + Im + δISI

(5)

where m ∈ {fu, fd, hu, hd} represents the type of transmission. fu, fd, hu, hd denote FD uplink, FD
downlink, HD uplink and HD downlink transmission, respectively. Pm and Gm are the transmission
power of the transmitter and the channel gain of the desired signal in a given RB, respectively. Power
control is not taken into consideration in this paper and will be discussed in our future work.
In this paper, block fading channel model is adopted for all the channels. Then the channel gain Gm
−αbu
can be expressed as Gm = hm km Rm −αbu , where hm and km Rm
represent small scale fading and large
scale fading, respectively. R is the propagation distance between the focused user and its serving BS.
km denotes the part of path loss model that is invariant with the propagation distance. αbu is the path
loss exponent between the user and BS. The small scale fading hm is assumed to be rayleigh fading, i.e,
hm ∼ exp(1).
ISI represents the residual SI that only exist in FD uplink transmission in the given FD RB. Therefore,
δ equals 1 only when FD uplink transmission is regarded, otherwise, δ = 0. In this paper, the residual
SI ISI after interference cancellation is assumed to be a Gaussian random variable with zero mean and
variance proportional to transmission power of the FD BS Pfd as [13] does. Then ISI can be written as
2

ISI ∼ N (0, σI 2 ), σI 2 = Pfd |ε| ,
2

(6)

2

where 0 6 |ε| 6 1 refers to the SI cancellation capability. |ε| = 1 implies nothing is done to SI and
2
|ε| = 0 indicates that perfect SI cancelation is assumed.
Im denotes the sum of received interference in the given RB except SI and can be expressed as
X
X
X
X
Ifd =
Pfd Gzuo ,bu +
Pfu Gxuo ,uu ,
Ifu =
Pfd Gzbo ,bb +
Pfu Gxbo ,bu , (7)
x∈Φfu

z∈Φfd \bo

Ihd =

X

z∈Φhd \bo

z∈Φfd \bo

Phd Gzuo ,bu ,

Ihu =

X

x∈Φfu \uo

Phu Gxbo ,bu ,

(8)

x∈Φhu \uo

where Φm denotes the interfering node set working in mode m. bo and uo are the BS and user located in
cell o, respectively. Φm \bo (Φm \uo ) denotes that bo (uo ) is excluded from Φm . z and x denote interfering
BSs and users working either over FD or HD RBs. G∗,bu = h∗ k∗ D∗ −αbu , G∗,uu = h∗ k∗ D∗ −αuu and
G∗,bb = h∗ k∗ D∗ −αbb denote the interfering channel gain between BS and user, two users and two BSs,
respectively. h∗ , D∗ and k∗ represent the small scale fading, interfering distance and large scale fading
attenuation constant, respectively. αuu , αbb , αbu denote the path loss exponents of the channels between
two users, two BSs, BS and user, respectively.
The user uo located at cell o is also included in the interfering node sets in FD downlink transmission
shown in the second item on the right side of Ifd defined in (7). The main reason is that, in FD cells,
two HD users are simultaneously served over one FD RB. Therefore, the downlink user gets interference
from the uplink users in all the cells including its own cell.
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Interference cancellation technology

Over FD RBs, there are two kinds of severe interference: the inter-BS interference and the inter-user
interference in the same cell. Because neighboring nodes can be arbitrarily close to each other when the
nodes are distributed based on PPP model. Therefore, the performance gain of FD communication can
be largely degraded. In this occasion, it is better but not necessary to take some interference cancellation
strategies into account.
In the analysis of this paper, the influence of applying successive interference cancellation (SIC) [22]
on the inter-BS and inter-user interference is analysed. As an usual assumption [23], the interference
can be assumed to be perfectly cancelled using SIC if the interference signal is strong enough compared
with the desired signal. In order to make the results tractable, we assume that when SIC is applied, the
interference is completely removed if the interfering distance is shorter than ηRm , where η (1 > η > 0)
is the SIC capacity and Rm denotes the transmission distance of the desired signal. While nothing is
done to the interference with distance larger than ηRm . Obviously, η = 0 means that no interference
cancellation strategy is applied.

3

Laplace transform of the interference

Stochastic geometry method is adopted to evaluate the system performance and both the coverage probability and ergodic rate are derived. The coverage probability and ergodic rate can be expressed as the
function of laplace transforms (LT) of the received interference Im (m ∈ {fu, fd, hu, hd}). Hence, in order
to obtain the coverage probability and ergodic rate, the LT of Im is firstly derived.
As shown in (7) and (8), the uplink and downlink interference forms with the same duplex mode are
almost the same except for some parameter settings. To save the space of the paper, the LT for uplink
and downlink transmission in unified form is presented here.
3.1

Laplace transform of interference over HD RB

We denote the interference suffered over HD RBs as Ihq , where q ∈ {u, d} denotes the transmission direction. u and d represent uplink and downlink transmission, respectively. Then based on the interference
expression in (8), we can get the LT of the interference in HD RBs in the following lemma.
Lemma 1. When the location of HD BSs follows the spatial PPP distribution with density λs , the LT
of interference Ihq can be derived as
o
n
2
LIhq (s) = EIhq (e−sIhq ) = exp πλs R2 − πλs (s′ ) αbu ω (αbu , R′ ) ,

(9)

where s′ = sPhq khq and R′ = s′ R−bu . ω(·, ·) is defined as
′

ω (αbu , R ) =



2
αbu

 


 

2
2
2
2
′
J
+ 1, 1, −
,R − Γ −
Γ
+1
,
αbu
αbu
αbu
αbu

(10)

where J(·, ·, ·, ·) has already been given by [17] and is defined as
J(µ, β, ν, γ) =

Z

∞

µ−1 −βx

x

0

e

γ ν Γ(µ + ν)



β
Γ(ν, γx)dx =
µ+ν 2 F1 1, µ + ν; µ + 1;
γ+β
µ(γ + β)

(11)

R∞
with constrains Re(γ + β) > 0, Re(µ) > 0, Re(µ + ν) > 0. 2 F1 (·, ·; ·; ·), Γ(a) = 0 ta−1 e−t dt and
R ∞ a−1 −t
Γ(x, a) = x t
e dt denote the hypergeometric function, standard gamma function and incomplete
gamma function, respectively.
Proof.

Please see Appendix A.
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Laplace transform of interference over FD RBs

The LT of interference in FD RBs is defined as
LIfq (s) = EIfq (e−sIfq ).

(12)

As shown in (7), the interference generates from both the BSs set Φfd and uplink users set Φfu .
According to the user association principle, the users are located in the voronoi cells formed by the FD
BSs. Therefore, Φfd and Φfu are correlated with each other. However, the relationship of them is still
unknown and makes the results untractable. Fortunately, as shown in [24], the correlation is weak and
has little impact on the final results. Hence, in this paper, we also assume these two Poisson processes
are independent from each other.
Lemma 2. If the locations of BSs and users are distributed based on independent spatial PPP with
density λs , the LT of interference Ifq over FD RBs can be derived as
o
n
o
n
2
2
LIfq (s) = exp πλs Rd 2 − πλs (sd ) αd ω (αd , sd Rd ) exp πλs Ru 2 − πλs (su ) αu ω (αu , su Ru ) ,

(13)

where sd = sPfd kz,o and su = sPfu kz,o . ω(·, ·) and J(·, ·, ·, ·) are defined as (10) and (11), respectively. In
addition, the other parameters are defined as follows:
• when q = d, αd = αbu , αu = αuu , Rd = R and Ru = ηuu R;
• when q = u, αd = αbb , αu = αbu , Rd = ηbb R and Ru = R,
where ηuu and ηbb denote the SIC capability of inter-user and inter-BS interference, respectively.
Proof.
3.3

Please see Appendix B.

Joint Laplace transform

The joint LT of downlink users is discussed here. Due to the RBs allocation mechanism described in
Subsection 2.2, the users are assumed to work in FD RBs at first and regrouped based on their temporary
SINR. The interfering BSs remain the same after the downlink users are recognized as CEUs. We use Id
and Iˆd to denote the interference suffered by a downlink user before and after it is classified as CEUs.
Therefore, the interference Id and Iˆd is correlated with each other. The joint LT of downlink users is
defined as


ˆ
LIˆd ,Id (sh , sf ) = EIˆd ,Id e−sh Id −sf Id .
(14)
Lemma 3. When a downlink user is classified as CEU, the joint LT of interference LIˆfd ,Ifd (sh , sf ) before
and after it is allocated HD RB is given by

(1) when sfd =
6 shd ,



(
( 

 




2
2
2πλs
2
2

2

αbu +1
αbu +1

exp
πλ
(1
+
η
)
R
+
Γ
−
Γ
+
1
s
−
s
s
uu
fd
hd


αbu (sfd − shd )
αbu
αbu







)



1
2
2
1
2
2

−α
−α

−J
+ 1,
,−
, R bu + J
+ 1,
,−
, R bu


αbu
sfd
αbu
αbu
shd
αbu




)


2
αuu
−πλs (sfu )
ω (αuu , Rju ) ;







(2) when sfd = shd = s,



(
(







2
1
2
2

2
αbu

Γ −
s
Γ
+2
 exp πλs (1 + ηuu ) R − 2πλs −


αbu
αbu
αbu



))





2

1 2
2
1
2
1
−α

bu
α

+ (sfu ) uu ω (αuu , Rju )
,
 + α s J α + 2, s , − α , R
2
bu
bu
bu

(15)
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where ηuu denotes the SIC capability of inter-user interference. ω(·, ·) and J(·, ·, ·, ·) are defined as (10)
and (11), respectively. The other parameters are defined as follows:
sfd = sf Pfd kfd ,
Proof.

4

shd = sh Phd khd ,

sfu = sf Pfu kfu ,

Rju = sfu ηuu R.

Please refer to Appendix C.

Coverage probability and ergodic rate

Coverage probability is the probability that the received SINR of a receiver is larger than the target SINR
T and it is defined as
Fθ,q (T ) = P(SINR > T ),

(16)

where θ ∈ {CEU, CCU, FD, HD} and q denote the type of users and transmission direction, respectively.
In the following subsections, the coverage probabilities of FFD, FD and HD systems are all derived.
Since we treat CCUs and CEUs differently in FFD strategy, the coverage probabilities of CEUs and CCUs
in FFD system are also derived in Subsections 4.1 and 4.2 respectively. The coverage probability of a
random user (it may be a CEU or a CCU) in FD (HD) system, which is called the coverage probability
of FD (HD) system in this paper, is derived in Subsection 4.3.
4.1

Coverage probability of CEUs in FFD cellular system

In this section, the coverage probability of CEUs in FFD cellular system is derived. Based on the
classification rule, all the users are assumed to be served in FD RBs and calculate the received temporary
SINR. The users, whose temporary SINR is lower than the predefined SINR threshold γq , are regarded
as CEUs and HD RBs are assigned to them.
We should note that due to the different interference scenarios between uplink and downlink transmission, different proportions of CCUs can be obtained base on the uplink and downlink categorization
criterions. However, CCUs are scheduled in FD RBs and the proportions of CCUs in uplink and downlink
transmission direction should be equal. In this paper, γu will be carefully designed according to γd in
order to make the proportions of CCUs in the uplink and downlink transmission to be the same.
For simplification, we also derive the CEU coverage probability for both uplink and downlink transmission in unified form. Based on the assumptions above, coverage probability of CEUs can be given as
Theorem 1.
Theorem 1. The coverage probability defined in (16) of a typical CEU employing FFD scheme can be
derived as

R ∞  −s σ2 
−sf σ′2
h
e
e
L
(s
)
−
L
(s
,
s
)
fR (R) dR
I
h
U
h
f
hq
R=0
(17)
R∞

FCEU,q (T ) =
,
′2
−s
σ
1 − e f LIfq (sf ) fR (R) dR
R=0

where T represents the target SINR. q ∈ {u, d} represents uplink or downlink transmission direction.

γq Rαbu
Rαbu
fR (R) is defined as (1). For saving the space, we define σ ′2 = σ 2 + δISI , sh = TPhq
khq and sf = Pfq kfq .
γq represents the threshold SINR for classifying CCUs or CEUs. LIm is the LT of interference Im
(m ∈ {hq, fq} ) and they are defined in (9) and (13). LU which is defined in (18), denotes the joint LT
of interference Ifq and Ihq :
(
Lhu (sh ) Lfu (sf ) , if q = u,
LU =
(18)
LIˆfd ,Ifd (sh , sf ) ,
if q = d,
where Lhu (·), Lfu (·) and LIˆfd ,Ifd (·, ·) are defined in (9), (13) and (15), respectively.
Proof.

Please see Appendix D.
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Coverage probability of CCUs in FFD cellular system

In this section, the coverage probability of CCUs in FFD cellular system is derived. Based on the
definition, the temporary SINR of CCUs is larger than the predefined threshold γq . For saving the space,
we also give the coverage probability for both uplink and downlink transmission in unified form.
Theorem 2. The coverage probability defined in (16) of a typical CCU adopting FFD scheme can be
derived as

R∞

exp −sc σ ′2 LIfq (sc ) fR (R) dR
R=0 




,
FCCU,q (T ) = R ∞
(19)
−γq Rαbu σ′2
γq Rαbu
exp
L
fR (R) dR
Ifq
Pfq kfq
Pfq kfq
R=0

where γq and T represent the threshold SINR and the target SINR, respectively. q ∈ {u, d} represents
Rαbu max(T,γq )
uplink or downlink transmission direction. Due to the limited space, we define sc =
and
Pfq kfq

′2
2
σ = σ + δISI . LIm is the LT of interference Im (m ∈ {hq, fq}) and they are defined in (9) and (13),
respectively.
Proof.
4.3

The proof is similar with the proof of Theorem 1 and we omit it here.

Coverage probability for FD and HD cellular system

For comparison, we also obtain the coverage probability for FD and HD cellular systems in this section.
The interference suffered in FD and HD cellular systems can be shown in (7) and (8) and we can get
their coverage probabilities as the following theorem.
Theorem 3. The coverage probabilities defined in (16) of an user served in FD and HD cellular networks
can be derived as (20) and (21), respectively:
Z ∞ 

2
e−sf (σ +δISI ) LIfq (sf ) fR (R) dR,
(20)
FFD,q (T ) = P (SINRFD,q > T ) =
R=0
Z ∞ 

2
e−sh (σ ) LIhq (sh ) fR (R) dR,
FHD,q (T ) = P (SINRHD,q > T ) =
(21)
R=0

γ R

αbu

αbu

R
where sf = Pqfq kfq and sh = TPhq
khq . T is the target SINR. F (T ) is the coverage probability which
is defined in (16). q ∈ {u, d} represents uplink or downlink transmission direction. LIfq is the LT of
interference Ifq defined in (13). LIhq is the LT of interference Ihq defined in (9).

Proof.
4.4

The proof is similar with the proof of Theorem 1 and we omit it here.

Ergodic rate

Spectrum efficiency of the network is a key performance indicator in order to support high-capacity
communication. Based on the expectation properties and the coverage probability we can obtain, the
average ergodic rate as [21]
Z

Rθ,∐ = E (ln(1 + SINRθ,q )) =
Fθ,q et − 1 dt,
(22)
t>0

where θ ∈ {CEU, CCU, FD, HD} and q denote the type of users and transmission direction, respectively.
Then, according to (22) and the coverage probability Fθ,q (T ) we have already solved in Theorems 1–3,
we can get the average user rates of the cellular systems utilizing different duplex schemes.

5

Numerical evaluation

In this section, numerical evaluations are conducted to evaluate the system performance. Firstly, we
confirm the validity of analytical results by simulations. Then, the coverage probability and SE of the
system applying HD, FD, and the proposed FFD scheme are compared under different system parameters.
In this section, unless otherwise specified, parameters used in the simulations are presented in Table 1,
where η = ηuu = ηbb = 0 implies that no interference cancellation method is applied.
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RB band width Number of RB
1 MHz

Figure 3

5.1

128

Thermal noise

Pb
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Simulation parameters
Pu

η

λs

λu

γd

|ε|2

−174 dBm·Hz−1 0.1 W 0.1 W 0 10−3 m−2 1 m−2 0 dB −110 dB

Coverage probability for CEUs.

Figure 4

Path loss [25]
140.7 + 36.7lgR
(R in km)

Coverage probability for all users.

Coverage probability

5.1.1 Coverage probability for CEUs
Firstly, we compare the coverage probabilities of CEUs employing HD, FD and FFD modes. Without
loss of generality, only the uplink performance is shown and similar results can be obtained in downlink
transmission. As illustrated in Figure 3, the lines and the marks are analytical and simulation results,
respectively. It can be observe that the simulation results match the analytical results perfectly, which
verifies the validity of the analytical results obtained in Section 4. We can also observe that FFD can
effectively improve the coverage probabilities of the CEUs. For instance, the SINR of all the CEUs is
below 0 dB in FD and HD cellular system, while after applying FFD scheme, the SINR of more than
40% CEUs is higher than 0 dB. The performance gain mainly comes from the fact that when using FFD
scheme CEUs are assigned with new HD RBs, then the interference suffered by the CEUs can be largely
relieved which results in higher SINR.
5.1.2 Coverage probability for all users
Next, as illustrated in Figure 4, we compare the coverage probabilities of all users. Similar results can
be obtained in downlink transmission, so only the results in uplink are shown due to the limited space.
We can observe that, the coverage probability of FD cellular network are very poor and large proportion
of users in FD cellular system may not be able to be served properly. The reason is that serious inter-BS
and inter-user interference largely degrades the system performance in FD cellular network. As shown in
Figure 4, the coverage probability of FFD scheme is almost the same as HD mode system and much better
than FD cellular system. Because the CEUs who suffer severe interference in FD RBs are reallocated HD
RBs and the severe interference is greatly reduced. But at higher target SINR, the coverage probability
is a little poorer than HD system, which result from the fact that CCUs are served in FD RBs in FFD
scheme and more interference is received.
5.2

Spectrum efficiency

SE is a key performance criterion and the system SE performance employing different duplex schemes is
evaluated here.
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Figure 6

The proportions of CCUs and CEUs.

5.2.1 Influence of threshold SINR
As to SE, we first evaluate how the system SE behaves along with the threshold SINR γd , which is used
to partition the RBs and classify CCUs and CEUs. As illustrated in Figure 5, the SE is normalized based
on the SE of HD cellular network. We can observe that although SI can be almost omitted compared
with the other interference, the sum SE gain in FD system over HD system is very limited, which mainly
results from the severe inter-BS and inter-user interference. When applying our proposed FFD scheme,
the SE is significantly improved. For instance, when SINR threshold equals to 0 dB, the SE of FFD
system is 1.38 and 1.25 times higher than HD and FD system, respectively.
In addition, SINR threshold is another very important design parameter for FFD. If SINR threshold is
sufficiently small, all the users will be classified as CCUs. While, when SINR threshold is large enough,
all the users will be sorted as CEUs. This phenomenon is also confirmed by the simulations shown in
Figures 5 and 6. When SINR threshold is smaller than −55 dB, almost all the users are regarded as
CCUs and the SE of FFD is equal to FD cellular system. On the contrary, when SINR threshold is larger
than 55 dB, all the users are treated as CEUs and the SE of FFD is the same as HD system. Therefore,
FD and HD cellular systems are two special cases of FFD system. We should point out that Figure 6
also shows the proportions of RBs allocated to CCUs and CEUs.
5.2.2 Influence of BS density
Then we analyse how the SE changes along with the BS density. With the cellular network becoming
denser, on one hand, the transmission distance gets shorter which results in higher received power, on
the other hand, the interference also becomes stronger. Therefore, as shown in Figure 7, at first, the SE
grows fast with enhanced BS density. When the BS density is large enough, the SE will become constant
afterwards at the settings of this paper. The main reason is that when the cell radius further becomes
smaller, the increase of signal strength is counter-balanced by the stronger interference. Hence, UDN is
one of key technologies to enhance the SE. We can observe that when BS density is larger than 10−6 m−2 ,
SE of FD system is better than HD system, which indicates that dense cellular network is more suitable
to deploy FD BSs. While when the BS is sparse, HD mode is more favorable. Moreover, the SE of FFD
system outperforms HD and FD system regardless how BS density changes. The SE gain of FFD system
over HD and FD system is more attractive when network is denser. Therefore, FFD scheme is an effective
method to enhance the SE no matter the BS density is and can achieve higher SE when using in future
UDN.
5.2.3 Influence of SI
In the following, the influence of SI is analysed. As illustrated in Figure 8, SI is a key influencer of the SE
of both FD and FFD system. Because SI can largely degrade the FD system performance, then serving
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Figure 8

SE vs. self-interference cancelation capability.

SE vs. successive interference cancellation capability.

some CCUs in FD RBs is even worse than arranging them to be served in HD mode RBs. Therefore,
when SI is very strong the SE is the same as HD cellular system, which indicates that all the users are
served in HD RBs. In addition, in order to achieve the same SE, the SI attenuation needed for FFD is
far smaller than FD system. Under the assumptions of this paper, in order to outperform HD system
regarding SE, the minimum SI attenuation for FD system is about −77 dB, while it is about −38 dB
for FFD system. Therefore, SI cancelation capability is not very strict for FFD and the SI cancellation
algorithm can be easier and simple to be realized.
5.2.4 Influence of SIC capability
At last, the SE is evaluated under different SIC capability. Here we assume ηuu = ηbb = η. Just
as discussed in Subsection 2.4, we assume the inter-user and inter-BS interference within ηRm can be
completely removed and nothing is done to the interference with distance larger than ηRm , where Rm
is the transmission distance between the focused user and its serving BS. As shown in Figure 9, the SE
of FD system is effectively improved with increasing η, which means inter-user and inter-BS interference
are crucial part of the overall system interference. Therefore, these two kinds of interference must be well
handled in the future FD cellular network. We can also observe that FFD also benefits from the effective
SIC scheme and always outperforms other duplex schemes, but it is not sensitive to the SIC capability
parameter.

6

Conclusion

In this paper, a new resources allocation method called FFD is proposed. Feasible metrics for partition-
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ing RBs and classifying users are also proposed. Analytical results are derived for both the coverage
probabilities and ergodic rates using stochastic geometry method. In the simulations, we compare the
system performance under different system parameters. The coverage probability of FFD system is
almost the same as HD system and much better than FD system, while its SE can be much higher than
both FD and HD system. Under the simulation settings of this paper and proper design of the criterion
for classifying CCUs and CEUs, the SE of FFD system is 1.38 and 1.25 times of HD and FD system
respectively. Numerical results also show that inter-user and inter-BS interference have a great influence
on FD system performance, but are not sensitive for FFD cellular system.
Through numerical results, it can be observed that the criterion for classifying users is a key design
parameter to obtain higher SE. In this paper, we mainly focus on the design of FFD scheme and analysing
the benefit that FFD scheme can provide when proper criterion is given. Therefore, one of the future
research topics is to find the optimal criterion for classifying users. Besides, lower bound of FFD performance is analyzed in this paper with full power transmission at each node and it can be foreseen that
proper power control will definitely improve the performance more and provide more space for future
system optimization. In addition, RB partition across all the cells is assumed to be synchronous in this
paper and more flexible RBs partition scheme will be another interesting topic of the future work.
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Appendix A

Proof of Lemma 1

Starting with the definition of laplace transform, we can get




Z ∞n
 Y
h
io
 (b)

′
−αbu
(a)
−α
) vdv ,
= exp −2πλs
1 − Eh e(−s hv
Ehz,do exp −s′ hz,do Dz,dobu
LIhq (s) = EΦhq


R

(A1)

z∈Φhq \co

where co and do are bo (uo ) and uo (bo ) if q = d(u), respectively. (a) follows the fact that Φhq and hz,do are independent
from each other. Therefore, the expectation order can be exchanged. (b) follows from the probability generating function
of PPP. Carrying on the proof in (A1), the followings can be obtained
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where (c) is proofed in [17]. Based on the Rayleigh fading assumption, h ∼ exp(1), we can obtain the expectations as
 2  Z ∞


2
(d)
2
Eh h αbu =
x αbu e−x dx = Γ
+1 ,
(A3)
αbu
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=
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+ 1, 1, −
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where J(µ, β, ν, γ) is defined in (11) and proofed in [17]. (d) and (e) can be obtained by Eqs. (3.478) and (3.381)3) ,
respectively. Substitute (A3) and (A4) into (A2) and we can get the result of Lemma 1.

Appendix B

Proof of Lemma 2

Starting with the definition of laplace transform, we can get
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(B1)

where co and do are ∅ (uo ) and uo (bo ) if q = d(u), respectively. (f) follows the fact that Φfu and Φfd are assumed to
be independent. In Step (g), when we focus on the downlink, the inter-user interference distance can be arbitrarily close,
therefore the integration lower bound Ru is ηuu R when taking the interference cancelation strategy into consideration.
Based on the association principle, the interfering distance between focused downlink user and neighbor BSs is at least
R, so Rd = R. While when considering uplink transmission, the inter-BS interference distance between focused BS and
the neighbor BSs can also be arbitrarily close, as a consequence Rd is ηbb R when SIC is applied. In the same way, the
distance from the neighbor uplink users to the focused BS is at least R, which gives Ru = R. Then following the proof in
Appendix A, we can get the result in (13).
3) Gradshteyn I, Ryzhik I. Table of Integrals, Series, and Products. Manhattan: Academic Press, 2014. 346–370.
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Proof of Lemma 3

Before solving joint LT of Id and Iˆd , some properties of the sum of two exponential distribution random variables are
analysed.
We define G as the sum of two exponential distribution random variables as follows:
G = s2 h1 + s2 h2 ,

(C1)

where both h1 and h2 follow exponential distribution, i.e, h1 and h2 ∼ exp(1). Then, when s1 = s2 = s, G is the sum of
two exponential random variables with same rate. As presented in [17], G follows Erlang distribution. While, if s1 6= s2 , G
follows the hypo-exponential distribution.
Based on the PDF of G, we can have

δ
if s1 = s2 = s,
 s Γ (δ + 2) ,
  


EG G δ =
(C2)
1
δ+1
δ+1

Γ (δ + 1) s2
− s1
, otherwise,

s2 − s1
where (C2) can be obtained by Eq. (3.478)3) . Furthermore, according to Eq. (3.381)3) , we can also obtain
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where J(·, ·, ·, ·) is defined in Eq. (11). We also start with the definition of joint LT.
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where sfd = sf Pfd kfd , shd = sh Phd khd andsfu = sf Pfu kfu in Step (k). In Step (l), the interference BS sets in HD RBs and
FD RBs are the same, therefore, the interfering distances between the focused downlink user and the BSs after classifying
the user as CEU is the same as the distances when the focused user is regarded as cell CCU. Hence, we can write them
together as the first sum item of Step (l). Gu = sfd hfd + shd hhd which is the same as (C1) and its properties have already
been given by (C2) and (C3). Then the conclusion of Lemma 3 is obtained.
(n)

Appendix D

Proof of Theorem 1

The proof begins with the definition of the CEU and coverage probability, then we can obtain

Fedge,q (T ) = P SINR′ > T |SINR < γq
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(D1)

where SINR and Ie denote the received SINR and interference when the user is regarded as CCU. While SINR′ and Iˆe
represent the received SINR and interference after the user is classified as CEU. SINR is defined as (5). Step (h) follows
Bayes’ theorem. Step (I) is obtained based on two facts. one is the independency of the small scale fading over FD and HD
RBs, the other fact is that the small scale fading is assumed to be Rayleigh, i.e, h ∼ exp(1), so P(h < t) = 1 − exp(−t).
Then carry on the proof in Step (I) and we have
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where fR (R) is defined in (1). We can obtain Step (j) according to the definition of LT. LIm is the LT of interference Im
(m ∈ {hq, fq} ) and they are defined in (9) and (13). The joint LT LU is different in the downlink and uplink transmission.
In downlink transmission, the interfering BSs are the same before and after allocating HD RBs to the CEUs, which results
in Iˆe and Ie are correlated with each other. As discussed in Lemma 3, LU is defined in 18. While in the uplink, the uplink
interfering user sets have already changed when the serving RBs of CEU switch from FD RBs to HD RBs. Therefore, in
uplink LU can be written as Lhu (sh ) Lfu (sf ). Then the conclusion of Theorem 1 is obtained.

